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Energy saving glass is a specially coated glass with metallic-oxide coating that helps save energy by reflecting heat from the sun in the infrared region. Properties of an energy saving glass reflect the heat of infrared radiation while allowing visible white light to pass through the glass. Due to the presence of this metallic coating, some amount of useful radio frequency (RF) or microwave signals are attenuated. Magnitude for some wireless communication signals such as mobile phones (GSM, UMTS and 3G), global positioning system (GPS), wireless network (Wi-Fi), wireless broadband (WiMAX, LTE) are weaken. This limits the efficiency of the energy saving glass function in the wireless communication of microwave signals. In order to overcome this problem, currently there are three solutions; the first solution is to etch a structured design shape on the coated side of the glass, the second solution is by using different types of materials at the fabrication stage of energy saving glass process, and lastly, the common practice to address the signal attenuation is by employing numerous repeaters to improve signals. However, by changing materials during fabrication and having additional repeaters will incur extra cost through many aspects. Therefore this research focuses on the first solution that is to remove a portion of a structured design shape on the coated side of the glass. Currently, the shape is in the regular symmetrical forms such as square, triangle, circle, pentagon, rectangle, and octagon. This research proposed a modified regular shape which is based on the best selected regular shape, modified using genetic algorithm on the central processing unit (CPU). Genetic algorithm is a method which is easily transferred to the existing simulations and models. In order to evaluate the proposed approach, two different regular shapes are selected namely the Modified Single Square Loop (MSSL) and Single Square Loop (SSL). After modifying these shapes using the Genetic algorithm and Parallel Genetic algorithm, the outputs are simulated in the Computer Simulation Technology (CST) simulation software. Result shows that SSL with 10% coated part results -29.3044dB of return loss.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Nowadays, energy saving glass has become very popular in modern buildings and vehicles. It was proven to be very useful to maintain the temperature level inside a building or vehicle using the energy saving glass. This technology falls under the green technology category for it helps to contribute in saving the energy in a building or vehicles. It was in the late 1980s, when energy saving glass or low emissivity glass first began to contribute to energy saving through the window of a modern building design. It works by applying a very thin metallic oxide (e.g. silver oxide or tin oxide) on one side of the glass. It consists of multiple layers of metal and metallic oxides placed on the glass through a sputtering process in a special room called the vacuum chamber. A uniform thin (0.3-0.4 micron) layer of pyrolytic coating (hard coating) or metal oxide (soft coating) is fabricated on the glass substrate.

There are different processes available to fabricate these coatings, for example, a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method. These windows are then capable to attenuate infrared frequencies while passing the ultraviolet band of the spectrum, due to the presence of this coating. Thermal insulation is maintained at an excellent level in a room that employs energy saving window while one can still easily see through the glass window without knowing the existence of this special coating. This shows that at room temperature, the coating layer is able to transmit visible white light while infrared radiations are reflected. This is due to the property of the energy saving glass.
IR insulation is thus achieved, when the energy saving glass is proven to be very helpful in saving electricity bills when buildings that incorporate this specially coated glass are warmer in winter and cooler during summer (Kiani et. al., 2008). The following section presents the background of the research with the introduction of the problem as well as solutions to overcome the problem associated.

1.2 Problem Statement

There is one common drawback associated with these glass windows, in spite of being energy efficient in saving the electricity bills. Due to the presence of the metallic oxide coating, useful RF/microwave signals such as mobile phones, Wi-Fi, security and personal communication signals are attenuated. Useful signals in the wireless communication systems such as global positioning system (GPS), mobile communication system (GSM, UMTS, 3G), wireless network (Wi-Fi) and wireless broadband (WiMax, LTE) are also attenuated due to the metal-oxide coating on the energy saving glass (Sohail et al., 2011).

This limits the efficiency of the energy saving glass function in the wireless communication of microwave signals. In addition, the functional aspect of an energy saving glass is limited when most wireless communication signals are attenuated through the use of low-E glass. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) signals operating at 2.45 GHz and 5.25GHz are also attenuated. However, in terms of wireless security, this contributes to the advantage in security. A study (Sohail et al., 2011) proved that the attenuation of GSM, GPS, UMTS, 3G, Wi-Fi signal leads to poor communication inside the building. Thus, the transmission is very low.
In order to overcome this problem, there are three solutions proposed to selectively improve the transmission of signal. The first solution is to etch a structured design shape on the coated side of the glass. There are regular and irregular shapes. It can be symmetrical and asymmetrical depending on the geometry constructions. However, according to the current work (Kiani, Olsson, Karlsson, & Esselle, 2010) using the Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS), shapes that are symmetrical, are periodically arranged as patch elements or apertures. FSS is a periodic structure that works as a filter. Patches exhibit nearly the total reflection of signals, while an aperture refers to nearly the total transmission of signals.

The second available method used to develop an energy saving glass is through the type of coating used during the fabrication process. There are two different coating types available, (Ullah, 2012; Ullah, Zhao, & Habibi, 2011) which are hard and soft coating layers. Each has their own goods that benefit one another. Third method, the common practice to address the signal attenuation is by employing numerous repeaters to improve signals. However, establishing and operating additional repeaters will incur extra cost and electricity usage.

1.2.1 Current Solution to Energy Saving Glass Problem

There are three types of solutions found suitable to overcome the drawbacks with energy saving glass. The first proposed solution for this problem is to selectively improve the transmission of RF / microwave signals by etching a bandpass FSS on the coated side of the energy saving glass (Kiani et al., 2010). The coating on the energy saving glass is usually etched in regular shapes.
There are some popular geometry shapes usually coated on the energy saving glass, such as cross dipole, circular loop, hexagon and square loop (Kianni, 2009). This structured coating works as a filter where the coated part will reflect IR while the etched part is left where the transmissions are allowed to pass through. Hence, the bigger the size of the coating the greater the signals and heat will be reflected.

This coating design structure is believed to have some effects on the transmission of signal, passing through this energy saving glass. Based on previous study, the coating design structure can be divided into three different categories. They are regular, modified regular and irregular shapes. Regular shapes can be referred as symmetrical shapes. There are a lot of regular shape designs such as square, triangle, circle, pentagon, rectangle, octagon and many more. Modified regular shapes as the name reflects, referred to shapes that are constructed from regular shapes. Irregular shapes are represented by a construction of shapes that are totally new and being randomly shaped. They are also not symmetrical. In other word, it is a complex design of shapes.

The second solution to this drawback can be solved during the fabrication process, where different types of materials are used at an early stage of energy saving glass process. Amongst the different coating types available are hard coating types. They are more robust and easier to handle. On the other hand, soft coating type provides higher IR attenuation but is easily broken if not handled with care. This is due to the soft metal oxide coating layer that is fabricated using either the sputtering process or CVD.

According to Ullah et al. (2011), hard coating layers attenuate up to 200dB within the same frequency band while soft coating could result in a 30dB attenuation (Suncool™) within the RF microwave range. Another common practice to overcome the signal attenuation is by setting up a number of repeater amounts to enhance the useful signals.
However, installing and operating these additional repeaters are inefficient in terms of cost and consume more electricity. Furthermore this requires huge amount of works in money and manpower. These drawbacks will limit the efficiency of an energy saving glass function in terms of wireless communication. In order to optimize energy saving glass implementation in supporting the green technology, the work has to be environment-safe compliance. The current pattern of solution in overcoming the drawback with energy saving glass is by employing the regular shape patterns.

Results showed that the improvement in attenuation is at least at 25dB to 30dB. According to this situation, it can be assumed that the attenuation of signals with energy saving glass involves the use of low-e glass. Recently, a study also attested that the transmission of signals improved when at least 10% of metallic coating was removed, and the transmission loss of cross dipole for instance results around 25dB (Kianni et al., 2011). As the size of the etched part coating gets bigger, the better the efficiency of the transmission signals. The smartest way to deal with this problem is by introducing a modified regular shape of coating. Other study using the regular shapes of cross-dipole for example, showed transmission loss at 25-30dB (G. I. Kianni, 2011).

It is positive that the shape of the coating represents most of the percentage of the coated area of an energy saving glass which contributes to the attenuation of useful signals. Until today, the coating of an energy saving glass still uses regular shapes as the structure of the low-e glass coating. Based on the study above, introducing a new modified regular shape of coating with less percentage of coating area is one of the ideas that may improve the efficiency of the microwave signal transmission. Currently there are two issues in proposing a modified regular shape. First, it is difficult to implement since a modified regular shape involves small pixels and it is complicated to optimize every single pixel.